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	The Second Edition of Gene Therapy of Cancer provides crucial updates on the basic science and ongoing research in this field, examining the state of the art technology in gene therapy and its therapeutic applications to the treatment of cancer. The clinical chapters are improved to include new areas of research and more successful trials. Chapters emphasize the scientific basis of gene therapy using immune, oncogene, antisense, pro-drug activating, and drug resistance gene targets, while other chapters discuss therapeutic approaches and clinical applications. This book is a valuable reference for anyone needing to stay abreast of the latest advances in gene therapy treatment for cancer.

	

	Key Features

	* Provides in-depth description of targeted systems and treatment strategies

	* Explains the underlying cancer biology necessary for understanding a given therapeutic approach

	* Extensively covers immune therapeutics of vaccines, cytokines, and peptide-induced responses

	* Presents translational focus with emphasis on requirements for clinical implementation

	* Incorporates detailed illustrations of vectors and therapeutic approaches ideal for classroom presentations and general reference
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Forensic Computer Crime InvestigationCRC Press, 2005
The Digital Age offers many far-reaching opportunities - opportunities that allow for fast global communications, efficient business transactions…and stealthily executed cyber crimes. Featuring contributions from digital forensic experts, the editor of Forensic Computer Crime Investigation presents a vital resource that outlines the latest...
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Microsoft Windows Vista Unleashed (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008
Microsoft Windows Vista Unleashed, Second Edition, is a book for people, like you, who don’t consider themselves to be “average users.” It’s a book for anyone who finds that doing things the official way is slower, less efficient, and less powerful because Windows Vista was designed from the ground up to avoid...
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Wireless Digital Communications: Design & TheoryTucson Amateur Packet Radio, 1997

	Digital transmissions are rapidly supplanting analog transmissions in both amateur and commercial radio communications. Digital radio transmissions offer many inherent advantages. Digital techniques allow virtually noise-free transmission of data, messages, control commands, sounds and images to be achieved. Digital transmissions allow...
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Next Generation IPTV Services and TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Detailed coverage of the underlying technologies required to build an end-to-end IPTV system
The television entertainment industry is currently experiencing a major transformation as broadband subscribers and improvements in compression techniques for digital video content continue to grow. This growth is fueling the demand for a new generation...
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Breast Imaging (Kopans,  Breast Imaging)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Dr. Kopans' best-selling text and reference on breast imaging is now in its thoroughly revised, updated Third Edition. The author combines a complete, superbly illustrated atlas of imaging findings with a comprehensive text that covers all imaging modalities and addresses all aspects of breast imaging—including breast...
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iPad ProgrammingPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Hold an iPad in your hands and you'll know what the fuss is all about. Select an app and the device disappears as you find yourself immersed in the experience--the iPad defines a new category for devices. iPad Programming shows you how to build apps for the iPad that people will love to use.
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